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Abstract: Retail banking is, however, quite broad in nature- it refers to the coping with business banks with 

individual customers, each on liabilities and assets sides of the record. Stable (Fixed) current savings accounts 

on the liabilities side; and advances, loans (e.g. personal, housing, auto, and          educational) on the quality 

aspect, are the more important of the products offered by banks. retail banking refers to provision of banking 

services to people and small business wherever the money establishments are coping with sizable amount of low 

worth transactions. This is in contract to wholesale banking where the customers are large, Aboard companies, 

government  enterprise, and the financial institutions deal in small numbers of high value transactions. retail 

banking includes a comprehensive vary of economic productive. deposit, products, loan products, consumer 

durable loans, loans against equity shares, loans for subscribing to Initial Public Offers (IPOs) mutual Funds, 

bill payment services, investment advisory services, credit or debit cards and other cards. These products provide 

an opportunity for the banks to diversify the asset portfolio with high profitability and relatively low NPAs. The 

categorization of retail banking services is shown intable-1. Nowadays, the many proactive banks have entered 

the retail banking segment and have identified it as a principal growth driver. They are slowly gaining market share 

within the retail house. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays retail banking is characterized by following features: 

The retail banking portfolio includes deposits and assets linked products as well as other 

financial services provided to individual for personal consumption. 

Retail banking industry is diverse and competitive. There are many retail banking products that are extremely customer-

friendly and are offered by many banks. 

Banks adopt multiple channels of distribution of retail banking products. The channels Include call center branch 

internet, mobile phones, ATMs, etc. 

 

Advantages and disadvantages of retail banking :-  

Advantages : -  

Retail Banking is mass market banking, where individual consumer's diverse needs are full filled at the local level i.e.by 

providing multiple products. Retail banking has the following advantages: 

1. Retail deposit are stable and constitute core deposit. 

2. They are Seems like interest insensitive and less bargaining for additional interest. 

3. It increases the subsidiary business of banks. 

4. Retail banking results in More improved bottom line for banks. 

5. It builds a strong customer base. 

 

DISADVANTAGES:  

The following are the disadvantages: 

1. There can be problem in managing large number of clients, especially if IT system are not sufficiently robust. 

2. The Charge of maintaining office nets and handling large number of low-value transactions tend to be comparatively 

high. 

3. Conniving own and new financial crops is very costly and time-consuming for the bank. 
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4. Long term loans like housing loans, due to its long repayment term, can became NPA in the absence of proper 

follow-up. 

 

RETAIL BANKING: INDIAN SCENARIO: 

India Started a Method of economic reforms within the wake of a balance-of-payments0020disaster in 1991. The 

central plank of the reforms was reforms within the monetary sector, and banks being the mainstay of monetary 

mediation, the banking sector reforms became inevitable. At an equivalent time, reforms were additionally undertaken 

within the different segments of monetary markets, to change the banking sector to perform its mediation role in an 

economical manner. The thrust of those reforms was to push a diversified, economic, and competitive financial set-up, 

with the final word objective of rising the allocate potency of resources, through operational flexibility, improved 

monetary viability and institutional strengthening. In India, retail banking has continuously been given importance since 

the nationalization of banks in Asian nation, keeping the target to succeed in the mass across the country by banking 

establishments. However, the thought of retail banking has taken a concrete form in terms of volume and size within the 

recent past when the alleviation of the economy. For the previous couple of years, growth of retail banking in Asian 

nation has been maintaining nearly an equivalent pace there with of thought banking for several leading banks. 

Retail banking is turning into progressively advanced thought to outline. Generally, retail banking in out lined to be the 

availability of mass market banking services to non- public individuals; it's been swollen over the years to hide the 

small- and medium sized businesses additionally. Some leading banks may additionally categories their 'private 

banking' business (i.e. services to high internet price individual) in their definition of retail banking. Retail Banking as a 

business model is adopted by all the banks in Asian nation on account of multiple comfort factors for the banks via, 

acquisition of a large client base, multiple product offer in higher rating and profit, scope for cross commercialism and 

up commercialism monetary and on the far side monetary merchandise for accrued per client revenue and in fact higher 

risk proposition. 

With the ever-changing paradigm of technology because the driver for retail banking explosion banks square measure 

grasp completely different ways by redesigning their standard business silos, re-engineering existing merchandise and 

inventing merchandise, services, channels, relationships to extend the share of the customer’s billfold. The evolution of 

retail banking in Asian nation is derived back to the entry of foreign banks. The traditional banking business by Public 

Sector Banks (Public Sector Banks) was done on a lot of generalized approach and there was no specific demarcation as 

retail and non-retail activities. Client and trade segmentation were adopted at intervals the general business arrange of 

Banks. Providing merchandise and services supported specific client segment wasn't tried in a much-targeted approach. 

Foreign banks operational in Asian nation set the trend and within the late 1970 and early Eighties and came out with 

their client banking models with hybrid liability and plus merchandise specifically targeted at the private phase. Normal 

leased Bank and Grind lays Bank were the pioneers in introducing these forms of merchandise. Citibank created waves 

within the early Eighties with their master card merchandise and spurred the retail banking house. Banking company of 

Asian nation and a few public sector banks like Indian Overseas Bank, Bank of Asian nation, Bank of Baroda, and 

Andhra Bank developed and market plus merchandise and card merchandise to cater to retail phase. In fact, Bank of 

Baroda and Andhra Bank were 2 of the first players within the master card business within the PSB house. The entry of 

latest generation non-public sector banks in early Nineteen Nineties has created a brand-new approach to retail banking 

by banks. With the advantage of technology right from begin, these banks had a transparent positioning for retail 

banking and sharply strategized for making new markets for the retail phase. Additionally, the new generation non-

public banks have exhibited a threat to the retail business of for banks that have by currently well outlined business 

models for retail banking. 

To feature to the fuel, Public Sector Banks additionally with technology initiatives and redefined business model for 

retail have sharply entered the market house, making a retail war and capture their share of the pie within the liberalized 

economic surroundings and also the resultant opportunities in retail banking. The retail war is fully swing currently with 

a win- win scenario for all the players and the focus is on capturing and rising the market share and client base. 
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES OF RETAIL BANKING IN INDIA: 

Commercial Banking throughout the world has been undergoing a major transformation. Traditional banks in India 

have been exposed to strong external pressures, which have been brought about by the influence of worldwide 

globalization and unceasing technological Development. The question is: Will banks be able to survive and grow in the 

market of financial service providers or will they gradually get extinguished under the influence of these pressures? The 

following are the challenges which are posing threats to all banks: 

1. Technological Revolution. 

2. Disintermediation and Securitization. 

3. Product and Service Proliferation. 

4.Multiple technology-based delivery channels. 

5.  Rising Competitions. 

6. Increasing Deregulations. 

7. Rising Funding costs and shrinking spreads. 

8. Consolidation and geographic expansion. 

9. Globalization of banking. 

In the face of these challenges, the options before the banks are: Watch their customers leaving the bank because of no 

change in their strategies. Copy the new entrants and market leaders' products and delivery channels and struggle to 

maintain market shares, or Rebuild with focus on customers with innovative products, improved processes, modern 

technology, competitive range of delivery channels and focusing services on the best customers. Traditionally, banking 

was personal. The customers knew the bank employees, who in turn, knew the customers. By tracking the previous 

business done by a customer, the employee couldanticipate his future needs, but with advent of technology, this 

personal touch is lost, and customers are lured away by other banks by providing better services. The main bondage in 

theretail banking is the relationship the customers enjoys with the bank, the closer the customers feels to the bank, more 

are his chances of remaining with the bank. 

More and more banks are, therefore, turning to customer relationship management (CRM) technology in search of more 

effective ways to woo and retain the customers. Reasons for surge in retail lending, The revived target retail loans is 

essentially on account of skyrocketing liquidity (reduction in CRR/SLR over the years), increasing autonomy (with 

respect to product innovation), reduced dependency on corporate customers and demand facet growth drivers like 

increasing income, enlarging middle class, increasing population of young people, changing attitude of customers 

towards loans and so on. Lastly, retain banking is currently accepted as less risky by banks in Asian nation 

 

GROWTH DURING PRE-1990 

ERA However, the expansion in retail credit has not been sleek, as one would expect. Prior to economic reforms in 

1990, most of the banking credit was focused on agriculture, industry, and commerce. The major role of bank loaning 

until then was to support offer. Various regulative restrictions were in to confirm limits on total quantity of housing 

loans and loans to people. There were alternative restrictions associated with rate of interest, margin stipulation and 

maximum repayment period. After the economic and regulative reforms were created, 3 distinct phases in the growth of 

retail assets have been observed 

Acceleration period (1996-97 to 2005-06) 

Deceleration period (2006-07 to 2009-10) Moderation period (2010-11 onwards) 

The table below shows the variation in retail credit from Mar'96 to Mar'10. The total SCB's credit by bank teams in 

Asian nation for private loans has been given in Rs Crore 

As we can see from the data, the growth in retail credit experienced a surge during the acceleration phase and then 

mellowed down until   Mar'2010. At   present,   all   banks are in the moderation phase and are maintaining around 20% 

Y-O-Y growth in retail assets. The graph below shows the various stages of grow thin retail credit from 1997 to 2011. 

 

ACCELERATION PERIOD 

The acceleration section is often thought about from Mar'97 to Mar'06. Throughout this era, retail credit grew at a mean 

annual rate of twenty-eight.4% against nineteen.5% growth of the general bank credit. The key characteristics of this 
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section that are often non- commissioned below Low risk perception of banks. Liberation and augmented autonomy. 

Competition. Liquidity in market thanks to positive economic indicators. During this era, the share of retail loan to total 

loan went around twenty fifth. The table below shows the expansion of consumer goods throughout this section. It is 

conjointly price perceptive that in this part, the share contribution of housing loans to total retail loan multiplied from 

thirty-seven.3% in Mar'93 to fifty-one.6% in Mar'06. Moreover, the share of foreign bank jointly multiplied from8 May 

1945 in 1996 to around two hundredth in 2006. This was primarily than is to the expansion story of Asian nations 

throughout this era 

 

DECELERATION PERIOD 

This period lasted for around three years from Mar'07 to Mar'10. Throughout this era, there was a delay in retail credit 

and the annual rate of retail credit was solely 4-5% in 2010. The expansion rate of bank credit was a lot of above the 

retail credit leading to reduced share of retail to total loans. The graph below highlights the quantity of non- public loan 

accounts (outstanding) that were gift within the bank teams from 1997 to 2010. This shows that the delay began in 2005 

itself and born to abysmal level by2010. Although the growth drivers like GDP growth rate, expansion in size of middle 

class etc. werepresent and active, the sole reason for deceleration was supply-side factors. The banks decided to go slow 

owing to the increasing trend of NPAs in their retail portfolios. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

According to the Birla Institute of Scientific Research (1981) in its study makes a comparative assessment of the 

performance of public sector banks and major private sector banks since nationalization. They find that the performance 

of public sector banks is not satisfactory in rural development activities when compared to the private sector banks. 

According to the Jain, Pinson, and Malhotra (1987) in their study “Customer loyalty as a construct in the marketing of 

bank services” feel that customer loyalty is a very useful construct. Their contention is that the human aspect of banking 

should be given utmost importance by the loyal segment for the marketing of bank services. According to the R Jaya 

Kumar (1993) in his study of “Performance of private sector banks in Kerala “makes A Comparative examination of 

performance of public sector banks and private sector banks in Kerala. He finds that in Kerala private sector banks 

perform better than their public sector counter parts. According to the Dalvin James (1995) makes a case study of the 

retail banking services in UK using First Direct, a subsidiary of Midland Bank. He concludes that banks can increase 

their market share through proper communication and prompt delivery of their products. According to the Govindan 

RaJala (1996) in his article “Satisfaction and dissatisfaction with bank services” views that the Indian banks have lost 

the quality of customer service. The dissatisfaction of customers with bank services is an important issue to be 

considered by banks and policy makers for the development of banking sector. According to the Sarkar and Das (1997) 

make a comparison of the performance of the three bank sectors public, private, and foreign - for the year 1995-1996. 

These banks are compared in terms of profitability, productivity, and financial management. They find that the public 

sector banks are very poor in performance based on these variables than the other two sectors. According to the D 

Mishra (1997) makes a study on the performance of commercial banks in India choosing relevant parameters like 

quality of service, risk management, profitability etc. His conclusion is that the banks should try to increase quality, 

balance risk management, and optimize profitability to survive and succeed. He identifies four challenges for the bank 

namely competition, credit, customer, and control. 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

The retail banking, that may be and a part of the fashionable banking service, has undergone tremendous changes 

primarily to stay pace with quick dynamic international business. Bharatn banking is absolutely controlled by the govt. 

of India beneath its code. The economic reforms sealed the manner for the competition because the mantra for the 

survival of the banks specially and everyone different considerations normally 

Suggestion :  

Retail credit growth. “As the economy revives and inflation starts returning down. We are going to see a lot of choose 

in retail credit,” same Agrawal. He expects retail credit growth tobe higher this fiscal year. RBI knowledge additionally 

show credit to trade redoubled fourteen.7 per cent in Feb 2013, compared with the rise of 19.1% in Feb 2012. 
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Deceleration in credit growth to trade was ascertained altogether the foremostsub-sectors exclusion liquid and tobacco, 

animal skin and animal skin product, wood and wood product, petroleum, coal product and nuclear fuels, cement and 

cement product, chemicals and chemical product and infrastructure. A report by Esparto Santo Securities discharged in 

last June same Indian retail credit penetration was still among the bottom within the world and fares poorly even as 

compared with a number of the opposite rising economies like China, Russia and Brazil 
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